Abstract. Let a(n) denote the sum of divisors function. We prove that if (2, m) = 1 and 2m> 3 9 then 1 0 a(2m) < ~eY2m log log 2m, and for all odd integers m > ¥, we have 2 0 a(m) < eYm log log m.
Introduction
The Riemann zeta function ((s) for s = a + it is defined by Dirichlet series which converges for a> 1, and it has analytic continuation to the complex plane with one singularity, a simple pole with residue equal to 1, at s = 1.
In 1859 Riemann [10] stated conjecture which concerns the complex zeros of the Riemann zeta function. Namely, the Riemann hypothesis states that the nonreal zeros of the Riemann zeta function ((s) all lie on the line a = !. The connection of the Riemann hypothesis with prime numbers has been considered by Gauss.
Let
then it is well-known that the Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to the assertion that for each e > 0 there is a positive constant C = C(e) such that where
Li(x) = -1-.
og t
The Riemann hypothesis is a special case of questions concerning generalizations of L-functions and their connections with many important and difficult p!-"oblems in number theory, algebraic geometry, topology, representation theory and modem physics (see; Berry and Keating [I], Katz and Sarnak [6] , Murty [8] (L) for each positive integer n;;::: 1, and with equality in (L) only for n = 1.
In this paper Lagarias noted that for all positive integers n ;;::: 3 we have and therefore Lagarias' citerion is an extension Robin's criterion.
Many others criterions and interesting results connected with the Riemann hypothesis are described by Conrey in his elegant article [2] .
We also note that it is well known that the Riemann hypothesis is related to estimates of error terms associated with the Farey sequence of reduced fractions in the unit intervaL Interesting and important results in this direction has been given by Yoshimoto ([13] , [14] , [15) ) and Kanemitsu and Yoshiomoto ([4] , [5] ).
Basic Lemmas
In the proofs of our results we use two following Lemmas: 
On the other hand we have
and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. II
The Results
First we prove of the following theorem. 2;;--1 -22 I(m) rp(2m) < 4' x 10 e log log 2m -40 e log log 2m,
Hence, the inequality (3.7) states that (3.1) is true for all even positive integers n = 2m> 3 9 , such that (2,m) = 1. It is easy to see that for all odd positive integers m > ~ we have (3.9) 13 20 log log 2m < log log m. 
(2)a(m) = 3a(m).
From (3.12) and (3.13) we obtain (3.14)
By the assumption (3.10) and (3.14) it follows that and the proof of the Theorem 2 is complete.
• Now, we remark that if m is greater than m in the assumption of the Theorem 1, then we obtain better upper bound than (3.1) for o-(2m).
Namely, we have of the following theorem. 9 ) and proved that I{m) < ~ for odd integers m > !ee 9 • RIlMAR:K: 3. The iJiequality (L) has been checked by computer for all integers n E [1, 5040] . (see, [7] ) RIlMAR:K: 4. Gronwall in 1913 (see [3] , Thm. 323, sect. 18.3 and 22.9) proved the following result.
(G) The divisor sum function a(n) satisfies lim sup a{n) = eY, n-oo n log log n where y is Euler's constant.
RIlMAR:K: 5. Robin proved ( [11] ) that for all positive integers n ~ 3, we have (R) n (0.6482 ) a{n) < eYn log log n + 0.6482 1 I = eYn log log n 1+ 2 .
og og n eY(log log n)
From the inequality (R) follows that for integers n> 3 9 , we have (Rt) a(n) < 1.076e Y n log log n.
Hence, upper bounds given in the Theorem are better than (R1) for n = 2m > 3 9 , (2,m) = 1 and odd m >~.
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